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DEAR READER,
As we hurtle towards the end of 2021, and consider our options for the
brighter new year, we focus our attention on investment – looking at the
viability of ADAS equipment, upgrading diagnostic tools, as well as the
training, parts and support available for those considering a move into
hybrid & EV repair and servicing.
For those of you looking to invest in yourselves, look no further than our
Big Weekend training event, which takes place at Delphi Technologies in
Warwick on Friday 26 and Saturday 27th November. autotechnician is
honoured to be joined by some of the best trainers, workshop owners
and technicians around, who will share some of the knowledge they have
gained through hard-earned experience. Delegates will come away with
practical advice on a range of systems and techniques, from ADAS to
AdBlue, scoping to DPF diagnosis, battery testing and much more. Turn to
page 8 for the full itinerary.
Wishing you all good health, wealth and happiness.
Until the January issue…
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industry
UK GARAGE AND BODYSHOP EVENT
TRAINING PARTNERS
The new UK Garage and Bodyshop Event announces the first
companies confirmed to participate on 8th and 9th June 2022
at the NEC, Birmingham.
Bosch Automotive Aftermarket UK, Bosch Car Service, HCCARGO, Dayco Europe, TMD Friction, Liqui Moly UK, Valeo
Service UK, ZF [pro] Tech and Autogem Invicta are the first
training partners to commit to the new dedicated event for
training, technology and tools for the garage and bodyshop
sector. There will also be a major presence from training
partner Automotive Alliance Group who have confirmed
GroupAuto and UAN will showcase their Garage Networks,
Autocare and United Garage Services alongside the NAPA
brand.

Bill Fennell (The Motor Ombudsman) and Murdo MacIntosh
(MM Auto Services)

MM AUTO SERVICES WINS CUSTOMER
SERVICE AWARD
The Motor Ombudsman has presented a Customer
Service trophy to the Dundee-based MM Auto
Services independent garage at the 2021 Servicesure
‘Autocentre of the Year’ awards ceremony.

INDUSTRY

MM Auto Services, which is accredited to The Motor
Ombudsman’s Chartered Trading Standards Institute
(CTSI)-approved Service and Repair Code, was
awarded for its high standards of work and service and
commitment to going above and beyond for motorists,
especially during the more challenging trading periods
of the pandemic.
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The business also caught the eye of judges when
reviewing entries for the award, thanks to its support of
local community initiatives. This includes the provision
of apprenticeships and its work with the nearby
Dundee & Angus College.
Receiving the trophy from The Motor Ombudsman’s Bill
Fennell, Murdo MacIntosh, MD of MM Auto Services,
said: “At the very heart of our decade-long success
is our people, who work tirelessly day in, day out, to
ensure that every customer leaves our premises happy,
something which is reflected by the incredible reviews
that we receive on a regular basis.”

There will be live demonstrations and accredited training
across three key areas: EV Hybrid, Workshop and Collision
Repair, with each offering technical seminars from industry
experts covering ADAS, MOT, safety/service and repair,
diagnostics, and more.
www.garage-and-bodyshop-event.uk.messefrankfurt.
com

FIRST CASTROL AUTO SERVICE WORKSHOP
OPENS IN STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
A new branded workshop programme, Castrol Auto Service, has
been launched in the UK to help independent workshops build
trust with potential customers and drive new income streams.
The first Castrol Auto Service site is Arden Garages in Stratfordupon-Avon, Warwickshire, a former franchised new car retail
outlet.
The Castrol Auto Service programme provides participating
workshops with Castrol-branded signage and clothing,
vehicle decals for courtesy cars, access to the full range of
Castrol products, product storage and dispensers, plus digital
marketing support. The Castrol Auto Service programme has
been devised to complement the established Castrol Branded
Workshop scheme, which will continue to provide workshops
with specialist training, branded marketing assets and a range of
support services. The Castrol Auto Service programme has been
designed specifically for larger workshops that tend to consume
and sell over 7,000 litres of lubricant a year.
Castrol Auto Service workshops will also be able to access
existing offers and services, including Castrol’s Engine Warranty
scheme and its Google My Business service. The Warranty
provides 12-month or 20,000-mile cover to customers who have
an oil change using Castrol lubricants, while Google My Business
is designed to help independent workshops elevate their online
presence.
www.castrol.co.uk/castrolservice

BIG AWARDS TO SHOWCASE THE BEST IN
THE TRADE
Entries are open for the Independent Garage Association
(IGA)’s British Independent Garage of the Year Awards (BIG
Awards), recognising the outstanding skills, passion and
innovation within the sector.
All shortlisted garages will receive two complimentary
tickets to the awards night on Friday 19 August 2022 at
Farnborough International Exhibition & Conference Centre.
Award winners will receive a trophy and high-profile
recognition from the IGA, along with press coverage and
business opportunities that will attract new customers and
the best talent to their business.
The BIG Awards are being held in association with the
British Motor Show, and all tickets to the ceremony include
4-day entry to The British Motor Show 2022.
There are fourteen award categories representing all
aspects of running a successful, local garage business. The
judging process will be independently verified against the
highest standards, including site audits and mystery shops.

Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive comments: “As the
unsung heroes that keep the UK on the move, the
independent sector has been overlooked for too long. As
the UK’s largest representative trade body for independent
garages, the IGA feels that it is time to put this right with
awards truly created by the industry, for the industry.
“We consider it a privilege to be supporting the sector by
providing a platform for independents to shine, bringing
widespread recognition to Britain’s best and brightest
independent garages and technicians.”
Independent garages in the UK can enter online now at
theBIGawards.org.uk.

LKQ EURO CAR PARTS RELAUNCHES TRAINING AS
LKQ ACADEMY
LKQ Euro Car Parts has announced the launch of LKQ Academy,
a new and improved training platform for independent garage
customers.

A combination of practical and online courses to suit any level of
experience are available, along with 10 free of charge skills tests,
which technicians can use to assess their knowledge and build a
bespoke training plan to support their development.
Existing users of the outgoing AutoEducation Academy can log
into the new LKQ Academy website with their current account
details – memberships and prices are unchanged.
Adam White, Workshop Solutions Director at LKQ Euro Car Parts,
said: “Learning and development is vital to ensuring garages can
keep up – and those that make the move first have an exciting
opportunity to get ahead and enjoy a competitive advantage
locally.”
LKQ Euro Car Parts is on track to have trained more than 1,500
technicians in hybrid and EV repair this year. Courses are
available at levels two, three and four, and all are part of the IMI’s

Tech Safe Scheme. Other popular course areas include advanced
diagnostics, braking, engine management and supporting the
front of house teams with customer service courses, such as
customer management, social media training and marketing.
Signing up for LKQ Academy is free. Courses can be completed
and paid for on a one-off basis, or unlimited access with a
12-month gold membership costs £1,499. Courses are fully
accredited by the IMI and City & Guilds.
For more information, visit www.lkqacademy.com or email
training@eurocarparts.com

IS YOUR EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

GEA ACCREDITED?

www.gea.co.uk

GEA ACCREDITED ENGINEER
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456

The Garage Equipment Association

The Upholders of Industry standards since 1945

For peace of mind always use a
Garage Equipment Association
member.
GEA accredited engineers work to an
industry code of conduct. Your
assurance their skills and knowledge
have been independently assessed.

Ask your engineer for his accreditation card !

INDUSTRY

Name
Company
Discipline
Exp Date
ID Number
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DRAPER TOOLS SUPPORTS NEW TRAINING
CENTRE
Draper Tools has donated a selection of tools and equipment
to a new Automotive Engineering Training Centre at
Shrewsbury College, which will provide a range of courses for
those starting out to experienced technicians who want to
learn more about emerging technologies now entering the
independent workshop.
The new facility was unveiled by college Principal James
Staniforth and was joined by the Draper Tools-sponsored
British Touring Car Racing Team, Excelr8 Motorsport, along
with team driver Chris Smiley and his Hyundai i30 Fastback N
Performance.
Andy Lee, Director of Employer Engagement and Curriculum
Leader for Engineering and Motor Vehicle, said: “The additional
training opportunities we can offer through these facilities
will further enhance the Engineering and Automotive facilities
we already have. We will be able to provide training in such
areas as Electric Vehicles, Advanced Diagnostics, ADAS, Master

Technician, and further develop our MOT and Mechanical
Engineering capacity.”

RMI ACADEMY IN LINCOLN OPENS ITS
DOORS
The fourth RMI Academy of Automotive Skills has now
opened in Lincoln, to help address the skills shortage by
providing affordable training for garages on a more local
basis.
Stuart James, RMI Director comments: “As the 2030 ban on
the sale of new petrol and diesel cars approaches, the lack
of technicians skilled in hybrid and electric vehicle repair is
one of the biggest threats to this plan.
The new training site joins established facilities in Runcorn,
Winchester and Southam, where a wide range of weekly
MOT and technical training courses are available to all
garages in the motor trade.
The IGA has also introduced a second round of heavily
subsidised Hybrid/EV Level 3 courses to its members,
to help improve the shortage of EV trained technicians.
Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Repair Level 3 courses are now
available for £250, a 60% reduction to the normal member
price. IGA members can book as many places as they need,
and the rate will be available for the foreseeable future.

INDUSTRY

Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive comments: “We are
lobbying the government to provide more funding to
upskill technicians across the sector and support garage
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businesses. However, membership retention and growth
are very strong in the meantime, leaving us in the position
where we can provide subsidised Hybrid/EV training to
members as a thank you for their loyalty.”
“The IGA offered one hundred subsidised Hybrid/EV Level
3 courses earlier this year which were fully booked within
two weeks, showing that garages want to offer Hybrid/EV
services to their customers but find the cost prohibitive,
particularly after the earnings lost throughout COVID-19.”
Courses are available throughout the country at RMI
Academy of Automotive Skills sites in Lincoln, Winchester,
Southam and Runcorn.
Members can book their course by calling the IGA
Member Helpline on 01788 225 908. Visit www.
RMItrainingAcademy.co.uk for course information.

We have two day tickets up for grabs to our Big Weekend training event on 26-27
November, which has a stellar line-up! See page 8 & 9 for full details. For your
chance to win a one-day ticket, simply email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk by
Friday 19th November. To guarantee your place, tickets are available to purchase at
https://autotechnician.co.uk/training/.

WIN!

WE UNDERSTAND
CAR ELECTRONICS
REMANUFACTURING OF
ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS
Cost effective & Reliable
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

ABS units • ACC • Body Control Units • ECUs • Info displays •
Instrument Clusters • LED headlights • TCUs • Throttle Bodies • Turbo actuators • Other parts

Countdown begins to
Autotechnician’s BIG Weekend
Independent workshop owners and
technicians are invited to Warwick for
autotechnician magazine’s two-day training
event 26-27 November to gain expert advice
on emerging technologies and everyday
techniques to boost your first-time fix rate &
prepare for the opportunities ahead

AUTOTECH 2021

The event takes place at Delphi Technologies training
workshop in Warwick (CV34 6RR) from 9am to 5pm on Friday
26th November & Saturday 27th November, with unique
content delivered each day.
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Topics include scoping techniques, ADAS, Electric Vehicle
systems, vehicle data, customer communication, mental health
in the workplace, diagnosing SCR systems, battery technology,

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2021 is sponsored by:

dealer tools & DPF repairs – delivered by Andy Crook of
GotBoost, Delphi Technologies, Pete Melville of HEVRA, VAG
specialist Gareth Davies, David Massey of ADS, VARTA, EV
workshop owner Matt Cleevely & DPF Doctor Darren Darling.
One and two-day tickets are available now via https://
autotechnician.co.uk/training/ at a reduced rate thanks to
sponsor subsidies:
Friday one-day ticket – £79 +VAT
Saturday one-day ticket – £79 +VAT
Two-day ticket – £129 +VAT
Social distancing measures will be in place and tickets will be
fully refunded if the event is unable to run due to COVID-19
restrictions.

Friday 26th NOVEMBER

Saturday 27th NOVEMBER

Andy Crook – Scoping session
Andy will be demonstrating the why, how, and where of
scoping. His first session will focus on why oscilloscopes
are required, taking familiar components and systems, and
demonstrating the benefits of using an oscilloscope when
diagnosing circuit faults. Andy will combine simple tests and
measurement techniques that can be used to pinpoint circuit
or component failures.

Andy Crook – Scoping session:
The second session will focus on math channels. Andy will
prove that understanding the circuit you are measuring will
reduce diagnostic time. Or, as he likes to put it, more craft
equals less graft.

Delphi Technologies – ADAS in action, Phil Mitchell
Phil plans to look at real-life videos of ADAS on the road and
then relate this back to the importance of correct calibration.
A key part of the presentation will be to look at how ADAS
impacts the driving of the vehicle and so how customers will
present issues to the garage. He will also cover how to explain
ADAS to the end-customers so that they understand and
accept costs associated with calibration.
Pete Melville, HEVRA – High voltage relays
Pete will be talking about contactors, also called high voltage
relays/system main relays, that connect and disconnect the
high voltage system when required. Talking about things like
how the car switches on and off normally, how it detects there
is a problem, what happens if it goes wrong, how it switches
everything off in the event of an accident and why we need
different procedures for different models.

VARTA – Battery technology & testing, Andrew Cook and
Ashley Craig
The VARTA team look forward to engaging with the
attendees at Autotech’s Big Weekend and providing the latest
information about battery technology, particularly when it
comes to modern vehicles entering the aftermarket. Battery
replacements are becoming increasingly complex, and VARTA
will provide the tools & knowledge to efficiently and accurately
fit the correct battery technology first time.
Gareth Davies, VAG specialist
Gareth will give an overview of dealer tools – how to acquire
them and the role they play in tasks along with scan tools,
scopes, and skills.
Matt Cleevely – Taking on EV repairs
Matt will share information and case studies about developing
and growing his 4-year-old EV specialist workshop. If you want
to know how to attract more HV work, and know what to
expect when you do, then join us at the Big Weekend!

Gareth Davies, VAG specialist
autotechnician contributor Gareth Davies will make his
presenting debut at the Big Weekend and will discuss data and
information skills, something that plays a pivotal role in many
people’s daily workshop life, and will provide tips and hints that
can be used back at their workshops.
DPF Doctor Darren Darling – The Do’s and Don’ts of DPF
repairs

Dave Massey, ADS – Mental health in the workplace
Dave will share his personal journey and discuss what we can
do as employers to help.

One and two-day tickets are available now via
https://autotechnician.co.uk/training at a reduced
rate thanks to sponsor subsidies

AUTOTECH 2021

Dave Massey, ADS – AdBlue
Learn everything there is to know about how to accurately
diagnose SCR systems.
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VARTA –
SUPPORTING THE
TRADE
As the nationwide restrictions began to ease
in the spring of this year, VARTA were quickly
out and about in the field, with the launch of
their new ‘VARTA® Promoter’ concept, which
is designed to create brand awareness and
provide education and support to the UK
workshop trade.
The campaign involves a team of VARTA promoters dropping
in on independent garage workshops in a number of regions
to deliver a ‘VARTA Power Your Business’ box of snacks, goodies
and promo material. The campaign driver, in addition to
building brand awareness and free of charge support to
the trade, has been to focus on ensuring the UK workshops
are ready to embrace the technology changes which are
accelerating, and to be ready to profit from them.

AUTOTECH SPONSOR FOCUS

Throughout 2020 and 2021, the VARTA team have encouraged
technicians to test every car’s battery, as part of their Back To
Better campaign, since many drivers haven’t used their vehicles
regularly and have experienced battery issues. An upsurge in
battery related problems has been widespread across Europe,
and it is vital that a battery test-check is carried out when
vehicles are brought into the workshop. During the garage
visits, the VARTA team reminded workshops of this and advised
technicians not already doing so, to start testing; and not to let
a vehicle with a potential battery issue enter and leave without
inspection.
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Ashley Craig, VARTA Technical Representative commented:
“We felt it was the right time to start doing workshop visits
again and start connecting with installers once restrictions
were removed. We’ve travelled the length and breadth of the
country, visiting independent garages, and engaging with their
employees about the challenges of modern vehicles’ battery
replacements.”
Ashley continued “the reception has been overwhelmingly
positive, with many workshops not having any face-to-face
interaction with a manufacturer for over a year. As some
technicians have said, despite many parts of the economy have
been closed, the aftermarket has continued to operate, and the
support is very welcome.”

The Start-Stop Challenge
Feedback from workshops has also emphasised the challenge
of increasingly complex battery jobs. Most vehicles entering
the workshop now have start-stop and with many of them the
battery isn’t under the bonnet anymore, but in a more-difficultto-reach location, often hidden from view. The quick 5-10

minute job of replacing a battery, can be nearer an hour now,
and usually requires re-coding to the car’s ECU via a diagnostic
tool. The added matter of trying to explain to a customer of
why their car requires an AGM or EFB battery, rather than a
traditional flooded battery, can also be challenging; in reality,
the driver might not have heard of these terms before and be
surprised about the cost of newer technology; despite their car
being absolutely packed full of electrical consumers.
To help overcome these challenges, VARTA offer the free-toaccess VARTA Partner Portal to all technicians; the industry
leading online platform uses Original Equipment information
to help identify the correct battery for every vehicle, and
also includes step-by-step fitting instructions, location of the
battery, job time and re-coding information.
Access to the VARTA Partner Portal is available via all internetenabled devices: after a quick one-off registration, each
workshop employee has FREE and unlimited access, so you can
ensure the correct battery is recommended and installed in the
quickest time possible.
www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/varta-partner-portal/
log-in

Ask for VARTA
With 2,000 visits under their belt, and still counting, whilst
VARTA know they are unlikely to reach every workshop, they
would encourage the trade to get in contact with them if
you’d like a visit yet from one of the ‘VARTA Promoters’ to
discuss your battery business, simply to make contact with the
manufacturer, or to take advantage of a free of charge ‘VARTA
Power Box’ to power you through a strong battery season
for your business. Contact VARTA via email: varta-support@
clarios.com. Power Boxes are available whilst stocks last.
To ensure you keep your customers moving, fit VARTA the
battery brand trusted by the trade, the leading original
equipment battery in Europe. Ask for VARTA from your
local factor today!

Demand escalates for ZF Aftermarket
electric vehicle systems training
The electric car market is growing quickly, with
nearly 300,000 pure electric, battery-operated
vehicles (BEV) cars on UK roads at the end of
May 2021, and more than 600,000 plug-in
models, if including plug-in hybrids (PHEVs).
More vehicles, both BEV and PHEVs, are out of warranty and
reaching an age where owners want to have service and
repairs carried out by independent garages. However, without
the correct training, workshop employees are not allowed to
touch an electric or hybrid vehicle by hand; a rule which even
applies to simple maintenance work on conventional vehicle
systems. In line with this, ZF Aftermarket has been working
in conjunction with concerned industry parties including
the Institute of Motor Industry (IMI) to lobby for increased
communication of relevant training.
Make a date – the HVE way
The High-voltage training, offered under the ZF [pro]Tech
garage workshop concept, consists of coordinated e-learning
and practical hands-on training for optimal learning success.
To meet soaring demand for its HVE courses, the business is
preparing to up the ante for 2022, promising to add further
course dates to satisfy demand.

High Voltage Experts
This is probably the most comprehensive level of electric
vehicle systems training available in the UK, and is the same
as that provided to ZF research and development staff and
to certain vehicle manufacturers’ engineering teams and
production line technicians.
While someone who achieves EIP status is well on the way to
working safely with electric vehicles, they are not yet qualified
to work on the high voltage parts of the system. To date,
around a third of Electrically Instructed Persons have returned
to tackle the advanced stage of ZF Aftermarket’s training offer:
the ‘High Voltage Expert’ (HVE) level of competence, which also
earns successful attendees the IMI level 3 qualification. Before
gaining access to HVE training, applicants must pre-qualify by
successfully completing six online e-learning modules during
the six weeks prior to training.
The course is split across two weeks; three days per week
plus an examination day. Week one covers the fundamental
principles of electrical engineering. This takes candidates
through Ohm’s law, power consumption and calculations
on both series and parallel circuits using a combination of
theoretical principles and practical examples. Week two puts
this theory into practice, applying it to real world scenarios on
real world HV systems.
Course Dates:
Electrically Instructed Persons (EIP) (1 day, IMI
Level 2)
• 3rd March 2022
• 24th May 2022
• 30th June /2022
HVE (7-day IMI Level 3)
• 15th to 25th Feb 2022
• 3rd to 13th May 2022
Please get in touch ASAP to book, as places on these
courses are determined by current Covid guidelines.
Your name will be automatically added to a waiting list
if no places are available and you will be informed of
further dates in due course.
Email: protech.zf-aftermarket@zf.com

AUTOTECH SPONSOR FOCUS

Training courses available:
Electrically Instructed Persons
For those who have been used to 12, 24 or 48V automotive
electrical systems, a change in mindset and a higher level of
awareness is needed to work safely with high voltage electric
vehicles. For example, where electrical cables in a conventional
vehicle are routinely removed and reinstalled multiple times
and connections often tightened by feel, high voltage cables
are only rated for a certain number of connection cycles and
terminations must be accurately tightened to the specified
torque. This is because any abrasion of the contact areas
or incorrect tensioning can have a dramatic effect on their
electrical resistance, possibly leading to localised heating and
subsequent fire risk.

Blending theory and practical instruction, this IMI level 2
approved course imparts sufficient knowledge to take a
delegate to the ‘Electrically Instructed Person’ (EIP) level of
competence. Attendees learn fundamental safety procedures
such as following vehicle manufacturers’ protocols for
powering down a vehicle, and applying the correct techniques
to ensure electrical isolation so that the vehicle cannot restart
unintentionally. Each EIP course is one (admittedly long) day
in duration and ideally has only eight delegates attending,
allowing each person sufficient time to complete the practical
exercises included.
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4Focus

ROB MARSHALL TAKES A LOOK AT NEW CAR
TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS

BUGATTI CHIRON – AIR CONDITIONING
While virtually every modern motorcar possesses 'air con', often
in collaboration with climate control, conventional systems are
not required to work perfectly at speeds exceeding 260mph –
or over 300mph in the case of the latest Bugatti Chrion Super
Sport. Like lesser vehicles, the Chiron draws-in cabin ventilation
air from outlets positioned beneath the windscreen. However,
at over 155mph, the resultant air pressure reverses, causing
air to be sucked from the cabin, instead. A simple ram air flap
helps to overcome the problem.
While the Bugatti's basic shape must facilitate efficient
aerodynamics, the steeply raked windscreen and the glass
roof option conspire to make the cabin uncomfortably hot in
bright sunshine. The air conditioning hardware, therefore, has
to be substantial. It possesses two condensers, 9.5 metres of
aluminium piping and an engine-driven 10kW (13 horsepower)
rated compressor. The manufacturer claims that the system
is sufficiently powerful to chill a living space, measuring 80
metres squared.
Amazingly, Bugatti's engineers have crammed these
components alongside ten other heat exchangers, not

including the aforementioned condensers. These include
three radiators for the engine coolant, a further trio for the
incoming air charge, and one each for the engine, transmission,
differential and hydraulic system oils – all within a bodyshell
that also hosts an 8.0-litre W16 engine.

VOLKSWAGEN ID.4 – LIFETIME
REAR DRUM BRAKE SHOES
It is interesting how some technicians and
car owners turn their noses up at certain
technologies. For decades, the disc brake has
been seen as consistently technically superior
and desirable, due possibly to its historical
association with motorsport. Since most
economy cars have been fitted with front disc
brakes since the 1970s, only the most basic
models persevered with drum brakes on their
rear axles.

NEW CAR TECH

Yet, while the exposed nature of disc brakes is
ideal for heat desperation, this quality is not the priority under light
load conditions. As the back brakes tend not to perform much of
the braking effort, drum brakes are adequate for most everyday
conditions. Furthermore, disc brakes are prone to moisture ingress
and, should sufficient heat not be generated to evaporate it away,
corrosion and subsequent binding can set in.
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As the electric Volkswagen ID.4 is rear-driven, its strong
regenerative braking works on the rear hubs. Therefore, the back brakes are virtually superfluous. While
the decision to use drum brakes instead of discs has raised eyebrows in certain quarters, it makes perfect technical
sense. Apart from being less prone to corrosion, Volkswagen claims an efficiency advantage. As pads drag slightly on
discs, disc brakes can increase rolling resistance – especially when surface corrosion is present on the exposed metal
surface, which is common if the car has not been used for several days.
The VM states that the ID.4's drum brake linings should last throughout the car's lifetime. Yet, when queried, it could not
provide an actual time frame. Volkswagen also could not explain to us whether the shoes could even be replaced, or not.
This, in itself, could be a rather worrying development for the repair market...

MCLAREN ARTURA – CYBER TYRE TPMS
Should your business conduct MOTs, you will be aware that faulty
tyre pressure monitoring systems will attract a test fail, on vehicles
made from 2012. Similarly, should your garage replace tyres, then you
know that certain TPMS valves are vulnerable to corrosion and require
dismounting, plus a service kit fitting, every time you break the bead.
An exciting development comes from Pirelli, which embeds the TPMS
sensor within the tyre structure, negating both corrosion problems
and maintenance needs. Fitted first to the McLaren Artura hybrid
supercar, the Cyber Tyre system results in greater information accuracy,
because the sensors contact the tyre, not the rim. While such precision
may be overkill for everyday road cars, race track requirements are very
different.
Being embedded within the tyre structure allows the Cyber Tyre software
to include details about the tread compound, load index and speed
rating. It also alerts pressures and temperatures deviations to the driver
faster and more accurately. Under track conditions, the system instructs
the driver when the safe maximum tyre speeds are reached and advises
on the most appropriate tyre pressures for optimum track performance.
It also provides instructions about post-race tyre cooling techniques.
Pirelli sees the Cyber Tyre as an ideal technology for future everyday cars, including those fitted with 5G network
communications. In November 2019, Pirelli showed this was possible, when it demonstrated TPMS sensors imparting
road surface information at the world-first 5G enhanced ADAS event in Turin.

FORD FOCUS ST EDITION – ADJUSTABLE
CHASSIS
When comparing the current generation Focus against the
original 1998 Escort replacement, it becomes clear that Ford
is content to follow, rather than innovate in this sector. The
company's decision to concentrate on more profitable SUVs
and pick-up trucks explains why its current Focus appears to
have fallen into relative mediocrity compared to its forebears.
Yet, behind the wheel, not all of the magic has been lost.
Decent dynamics remain and some renegades within Ford
have exploited this quality with the surprising introduction of
the Focus ST Edition.
Despite boasting electronic trickery that other manufacturers
have employed, such as an electronically adjustable limitedslip differential, the heart of Ford's adjustable chassis is a
coil-over suspension system. To develop these stainlesssteel encased two-way adjustable dampers, Ford relied on
the expertise of aftermarket specialist, KW Automotive of
Rochester, Kent. Yet, committed owners are required to get
their hands dirty.

The springs are powder-coated in Ford Performance Blue and
possess a 50% higher spring rate than the standard ST fitments.
In addition, each bespoke alloy wheel rim complements the
springs and dampers, possessing a structure that enhances
contact between the tread and road surface. They are lighter,
too. Each rim also reduces unsprung weight by 10%.
The Focus ST Edition also features a 280PS 2.3-litre
turbocharged engine, with a six-speed manual transmission.
0-60mph is dispatched in under 5.7 seconds; the top speed
equates to 155mph. Judging by previous performance
Fords, this Focus ST Edition could be the firm's performance
hatchback swansong, assuring its future classic status. Prices
start from £35,785.

NEW CAR TECH

Damper adjustments are performed manually under the
wheel arches, using a mini tool kit that resides in the boot. This
allows the driver to select any one of twelve jounce settings,
which control the degree of upward damper movement (i.e.,
stiffness) and sixteen rebound settings, which controls the
rate at which each damper returns to its established position.
While the ride height is 10mm lower overall, compared to the
stock ST model, the dampers also facilitate an extra 20mm
adjustment, if desired. To help owners, Ford provides detailed
instructions about which damper adjustments work best

under certain driving conditions, including a specific setting for
the Nürburgring race circuit.
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Decades of MOT equipment supply
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Evolution of brake tester displays

As Tecalemit Garage Equipment enter their
100th year of supplying garage equipment
into workshops across the UK, they look
back over decades of supplying MOT
testing equipment

the customer’s broadband connection. Tecalemit have retained
their high visibility LED matrix display as an alternative to a
simple TFT LCD screen. The high visibility LED Matrix display
proves to be very popular due to its size, high visibility in
bright workshops combined with its ability to be seen from a
distance.

Back in the 1970’s, the Tecalemit DE7100 series Roller Brake
Tester was a hydraulically operated unit, developed in
consultation with the Department of Transport, or the ministry
as it was affectionately known. Even, fifty years later in 2021,
there are numerous Tecalemit DE7182 and DE7184 roller
brake testers still performing MOT tests across the country.
The team at Tecalemit still have all the correct calibration
rigs to keep these units running smoothly and accurately. In
the early 1980’s, the measurement technology moved to an
electronic platform and the Tecalemit DE7200 series became
the mainstay of the MOT test bay.

All of this history in MOT equipment supply means that
Tecalemit’s UK Equipment Specialists have collectively over 120
years of MOT bay design, covering existing and new buildings
and using a variety of bay layouts. Whilst an MOT bay with a
recessed lift proves to be the most popular due to their spacesaving configuration that sees the vehicle lift form part of the
brake test standing area, Tecalemit also supply pit-based MOT
bays, and bays that utilise a surface mounted vehicle lift. With a
range of headlamp beam testers, portable decelerometers and
complete ancillary packs with shadow boards, the entire MOT
bay can be supplied by Tecalemit.

The latest MOT specifications stipulate that for new
installations, the Roller Brake Tester is connected to the internet
for the transmission of data to the DVSA. This has seen the
number of these original Tecalemit brake testers gradually
decline, as loyal customers look to upgrade to the new
specification equipment and install the latest MOT Automated
Test Lane technology. It is testament to the Tecalemit product
quality that some of the older roller brake testers are now
approaching fifty years of age and many will have conducted
over 100,000 MOT tests and still continue to perform
satisfactorily.

With a full MOT workshop design and project management
capability, the team at Tecalemit are experts at helping garages
with the entire process, from VT01 application through the
required civil work and onto final DVSA sign off. Check out
some of the Tecalemit team case studies at www.tecalemit.
co.uk/project-case-studies to see how the team work.

Today, the most common type of MOT bay format is a recessed
vehicle lift with a brake tester, and emission tester connected
via a cabled internet connection to the DVSA MOT system via

With a range of equipment options for Class I, II, II, IV VII
and Commercial Vehicles, the Tecalemit team can help
you profit from MOT testing.

 sales@tecalemit.co.uk
www.tecalemit.co.uk
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It is not always obvious how much ADAS hardware features on an individual motorcar. Therefore, a
global scan of all present ECUs tends to be the only sure way.

ADAS: A safe investment?

GARAGE EQUIPMENT – ADAS

With car manufacturers incentivised to fit
more driver assistance tech by higher Euro
NCAP scores, Rob Marshall asks whether
investing in ADAS calibration now is a
no-brainer, or is the technology changing
excessively quickly to risk taking the
plunge?
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The world of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) is
confusing, especially when carmaker marketing departments
adopt terminology for features similar to those of their
competitors. Perhaps this is understandable, because two
systems that appear the same may not operate in identical
ways. To find out, we liaised with Euro NCAP, which assesses
the effectiveness of these driver assistance systems. It turns out
that not all carmakers select the best available systems, due
(possibly) to cost restraints. For instance, an ADAS feature from
one manufacturer might use radar and cameras to assess its
surroundings, whereas another one may employ radar alone.
Furthermore, as described separately, there is also potentially
dangerous blurring between ADAS and autonomous driving
definitions, about which you should be aware.
Even so, virtually all of the many ADAS systems rely on only
a handful of hardware: cameras, radar, LiDAR and ultrasonic

Virtually all of the
many ADAS systems
rely on only a handful
of hardware: Cameras,
radar, LiDAR and
ultrasonic sensors

sensors. While the latter does not require calibration, any repair
that alters the suspension geometry (even bush replacements)
will require a subsequent ADAS calibration. While respected
industry figures have emphasised final alignment as part of
a garage's duty-of-care obligations for some time, it is now a
mandatory requirement. Garages and bodyshops have had to
comply with the Insurance Industry Requirements for the safe
repair of ADAS-equipped vehicles since 31st of March this year.
More details about which can be found here.

It’s official!
Meet our new Technical Partner.

It’s official! BorgWarner and Alpine F1 Team®
will combine expertise to identify technologies and
technical collaborations in the future Alpine Electric
Vehicle line-up. The Delphi Technologies logo will
appear on Alpine F1 Team’s garage, commercial assets
and the A521 car at selected Grand Prix. This is the
beginning of a winning partnership.

delphiaftermarket.com
Delphi Technologies is a brand of BorgWarner Inc.

ADAS is not going away and is certain to become more widespread. Investing in decent equipment, therefore, should be considered
seriously. Pictured, is the CSC-Tool Digital system from Hella Gutmann Solutions.

Handing a car back to the driver with a misaligned ADAS
camera, LiDAR, or radar can have severe repercussions,
especially as no mandated dashboard fault lamp exists to
alert the driver, even if the system has stopped working
altogether. Consequently, the ADAS systems may misinterpret
a dangerous situation as safe, or vice versa. For instance, an
Active Lane Departure system may vary the steering angle
suddenly during a steady motorway cruise, because it has
misjudged the road markings.

Should you dig deep now?
While we have yet to hear of a successful legal challenge
brought against a garage for not performing a post-repair
ADAS calibration, this is not an excuse to tempt fate, or
endanger your customers with an incomplete repair. Of
course, one of the primary considerations is payback: can your
workshop recoup its investment in both ADAS training and
equipment within a reasonable time? Of course, this should
not be the only consideration but it cannot be ignored.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT – ADAS

BUNFIGHT: ADAS VS AUTONOMOUS
DRIVING
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Should you be confused about the whole ADAS vs.
self-driving topic, you are not alone. Even our illustrious
leaders seem unable to grasp the difference, preferring
to make grand announcements, which backfire and serve
only to highlight their ignorance. On the 28th of April,
the Department of Transport announced that motorists
could look forward to self-driving vehicles functioning
on British roads for the first time during 2021. It reasoned
that vehicles, equipped with Automated Lane Keeping,
are self-driving, when the technology is really Level Three
ADAS. The lack of knowledge did not pass undetected
by the AA, which responded by stating that Automated
Lane Keeping systems are a world away from selfdriving. Thatcham Research's response was even more
biting. It accused the UK Government of contributing
to the confusion and that the frequent misuse of ADAS
technology that has led to many tragic deaths already.
However, British governmental departments cannot be

blamed entirely. Tesla's 'Autopilot', as an example, is only a
Level 2 ADAS system and, last year, Germany banned the
company from using the descriptive term for cars sold in
its market.

The potential for selling
calibration services is far
greater now than before,
being no longer just a
preserve of body repair
shops

As Delphi admits, not making the investment to service and
maintain these systems may cause more issues in the long run.
Not being able to carry out routine maintenance could mean
losing important business, meaning that ignoring ADAS is not
an option.
Mahle agrees that investing in ADAS is essential, because it is
so prevalent and the potential for selling calibration services
is far greater now than before, being no longer just a preserve
of body repair shops. It adds that good garages, generally, do

Coil Springs

Yet, some garages have reported to AT concerns that their
ADAS investment would be made redundant quickly with the
emergence of self-calibrating systems. Delphi acknowledges
that, while a limited number of vehicles can self-calibrate,
they may still require manual static calibration, should the
auto function fail to complete. Mahle also agrees that selfcalibration ADAS should not dissuade workshops from
carrying-out calibrations. It explains that dynamic calibration,
in which an often lengthy drive-cycle was required, was used
on early ADAS systems and it is unlikely to see a resurgence
in popularity. Static recalibration ADAS requires hardware to
be positioned accurately in relation to the vehicle. Hybrid
calibration is appearing on more recent models, where a static
calibration is followed by a short drive cycle. Mahle, therefore,
advises garages that a decent ADAS calibration system will be a
good investment for many years.

Talking numbers
Spending £10,995 with Delphi buys its DS diagnostic tablet
(which performs far more functions than ADAS alone), the
software licence, and the IMI certified calibration course for one

GARAGE EQUIPMENT – ADAS

Shock Absorbers

not like subcontracting work to third party businesses, which
is why Mahle is experiencing a higher level of ADAS enquiries
from garages that desire to conduct ADAS recalibration inhouse.
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up to eight (or more) daily calibrations. Despite the potential
for carrying out more, the company reasons that a workshop
making just one calibration per week should recoup the
investment within 12 months. Yet, a more advanced system
can cost over £20,000 but, because workshops that require
this level of equipment are more likely to complete more
calibrations, the payback period is likely to be similar.

Many smaller, allmakes garages may
still be dissuaded by
the upfront cost

person at the company's Warwickshire-based training centre.
Delphi tells us that, because the average calibration charge
is £250, fewer than fifty calibrations are required to achieve
payback.

While such ADAS systems offer favourable payback times,
many smaller all-makes garages may still be dissuaded by the
upfront cost. An exciting alternative is provided by asTech
(www.asTech.com), which has introduced a 'pay as you
calibrate’ digital ADAS calibration option. Obviously, the main
advantage is no upfront cost. Instead, repairers pay a fee, based
on a small number of calibrations conducted per week, with
the option of remote assistance for an additional monthly
charge. It sounds terrific but only hard facts will allow garages
to evaluate whether a pay-as-you-go system suits their needs,
or not. We tried several times to prise actual figures from
asTech but no prices were forthcoming. The reasons given to
us were provided in the following statement, meaning that
interested readers are left to make their own enquiries:

Mahle offers a modular ADAS solution and so prices vary.
However, one of its typical digital ADAS systems costs
approximately £16,995. Mahle highlights that the main
advantage of its Digital ADAS is speed, which can facilitate

"Because pricing for this offering is highly sought after
information by our competitors at the moment, we believe it’s
fair to say that our pay-as-you-calibrate option from asTech is
competitively priced in the marketplace, which enables

Cont.'d on page 22
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I’ll Give it FIVE
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5 Years Warranty
5 Years Servicing
5 Years Calibrations
5 Months - nothing to pay>
£500 OFF one of FIVE great products*
Add a Tecalemit Peace of Mind Package to extend
the warranty, calibrations and servicing
for up to 5 years from just £2,199

from less than

Choose a Premium upgrade package to further enhance
the ATL bay and enjoy £500 off* another piece of
Tecalemit garage equipment

+ vat

PREMIUM
PACKAGE
LED Matrix Display & Brake
Tester Full Installation Frame
from just £1,229 6.29
£

p/w

PREMIUM PLUS
PACKAGE
LED Matrix Display#, Full
Installation Frame, Pneumatic
Jacking Beam, Floor Strike
Plates, Headlamp Beam Tester
Upgrade, and Lift Platform
Checker Plate Finish
from just £2,159 11.09
£

Call us today 01752 219111
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£

per day
from only
£
18,999<

Get £500 off a Get £500 off a Get £500 off a Get £500 off* Get £500 off*
Tecalemit OR Tecalemit OR Tecalemit OR Tecalemit OR Tecalemit
2 Post Lift
4 Post Lift
Scissor Lift
Tyre Equipment Wheel Aligners

p/w

www.tecalemit.co.uk

e: sales@tecalemit.co.uk

Subject to status on purchases funded via Kennet Equipment Leasing, full details available upon request. <Based on a 1 year Class IV 3ph Pit package excluding emission tester. #LED matrix display available for applicable brake testers where it is not supplied as standard.
*Select a Tecalemit ATL bay with a 5 year peace of mind care package, extending the warranty, servicing and calibrations, and either the Premium or Premium Plus upgrade package to claim £500 off another piece of Tecalemit equipment with a value in excess of £1989.00
>

DRIVING AUTOMATION LEVELS DEFINED
In an attempt to cut-through carmaker marketing
hyperbole, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
has sought to define automated driving technologies in
its J3016 standard, which is evolving continually. As you
can see, ADAS crash avoidance features and automated
driving can co-exist but ADAS technology in isolation
do not define autonomy. As ADAS systems intervene
occasionally in potentially hazardous situations and
not continually, a human being is still required. Even
so, for vehicles possessing higher-level autonomy (i.e.
Level Three onwards), ADAS technology becomes part
of the automated systems' crash avoidance. It is worth
noting that J3016 is being revised continually and so
the definitions are likely to change, as new technologies
emerge.

Level One – Driver Assistance
These technologies control either the speed, or steering.
However, these must vary according to conditions,
meaning that basic cruise control would not be
considered, unlike Adaptive Active Cruise Control.
As Lane Assist controls the steering, dependent on
conditions, it can also be categorised as Level One
technology. Notably, the driver retains control and can
decide to deactivate these features.
Level Two – Partial Automation
As with technologies that fall under the Level One

Level Three – Conditional Driving Automation
While the driver is not required to touch the controls, he/
she must be poised to regain control at any point. The
vehicle assesses the surrounding conditions and takes
over driving but only in certain conditions. Audi's Traffic
Jam Pilot system was due to debut in 2020 but legislative
and development costs saw it abandoned, possibly
temporarily. As discussed earlier, the UK Government is
keen to introduce Automated Lane Keeping as the first
Level Three technology.
Level Four – High Driving Automation
While the driver can take control and 'drive' the vehicle,
human input is unnecessary. Should the car develop a
fault, it will come to a safe halt. This level may operate
in limited conditions, including traffic flow, geographic
boundaries, or speeds. AT understands that the
Volkswagen Group is aiming to sell a Level 4 commercial
vehicle by 2025.
Level Five – High Driving Automation
The car is fully automated and traditional controls,
such as steering wheel, pedal and even mirrors are not
required. Interestingly, the system can override any
passenger request to switch off the self-driving functions
temporarily.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT – ADAS

Level Zero – Zero automation
While various ADAS systems can warn, or even assist the
driver momentarily (such as Emergency Brake Assist),
it cannot take over, because human attention and
interaction is required at all times.

category, the driver remains in control. However, these
systems control both the steering and speed, instead of
just one, or the other. The driver can still decide whether
to switch these functions off, or not. Tesla's Autopilot
counts as a Level Two system.
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Delphi: "The ADAS calibration is set from the rear wheel alignment; if that is incorrect, the ADAS calibration will be incorrect. It is
important that the person, who is carrying out the wheel alignment, is using the correct data, accurate equipment, and is competent
through training."

GARAGE EQUIPMENT – ADAS

businesses, whether they are a single site or a large group, to
effectively add the service to their offering. This in turn opens
sales avenues that previously would have been closed to
them."
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ADAS pricing: Have your say
While we are grateful to the specialists that contributed to
our research, we are intrigued by the payback figures being
based upon a typical ADAS calibration charge of between £250
and £400+. The burning question is whether you think your
customers would accept this not insignificant figure in addition
to a typical repair invoice.
In a bid to shave repair costs, owners could select a garage
that would either not perform an ADAS calibration, or choose
one that charges significantly less. The result could be 'a race
to the bottom', where the market will set a much lower charge
for ADAS calibrations. This could lengthen your payback times.
We are starting to hear about this already; a source told AT
about two insurance companies that are setting prices that
they expect to be charged for ADAS calibrations. The rates are

The ADAS calibration
is set from the rear
wheel alignment; if
that is incorrect, the
ADAS calibration will be
incorrect

considerably below those mentioned earlier in this feature. We
would be interested to hear your views on our Facebook page
about whether these charges are realistic, or not…
www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine.
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Naturally, your choice of diagnostics equipment varies according to your workshop needs

Diagnostics: Keeping ahead

DIAGNOSTICS

While future-proofing your digital
diagnostic investment is challenging in
these changeable times, Rob Marshall
looks into the latest news and several
examples that can give you peace of mind
for at least several years
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As the saying goes, time is money. Therefore, while technicians
have to be wary of not relying excessively on fault codes alone,
having access to the latest systems is invaluable to gathering
more detailed information.
However, EOBD-based diagnostics is under threat. Launch Tech
UK explains that the leading recent development has been
the regulation surrounding type approval to ensure continued
access to information via the EOBD port by the independent
aftermarket. Other changes include the use of EOBD in
the enforcement of emissions regulations, and the future
possibility of extending its regulatory use in identifying faults
during MOT testing.

Yet, as long-standing technicians especially will attest, repairing
a modern vehicle can involve interrogating, configurating,
or even reflashing an ECU just as much as using traditional
hand tools. Launch Tech UK admits that, overall, vehicle
manufacturers do not make it straightforward to access their
software, deeming everything significant as being 'security
related'. Due to recent concerns about ‘vehicle hacking’,
manufacturers led by FCA, (Fiat, Chrysler Automobiles, which is
now part of Stellantis, since the PSA merger) have introduced
Secure Vehicle Gateways. This means that diagnostic tool
manufacturers have to gain approval from the carmaker for
their scan tools and the operator has to purchase a licence to
access the gateway. Understandably, this involves passing costs
to the garage, which in turn, has to invoice customers more.
Justifying the outlay
While effective, clear and efficient diagnostics is essential to
avoid wasting time unnecessarily, technicians require support
to use the equipment to its maximum potential. All garages
that wish to remain current will have to look at making a capital
investment at some point. Sealey reasons that the exact sum
varies between garage needs but a typical budget of between

Help your
workshop
customers
go up a gear.

When it comes to digitalisation of the independent
aftermarket, GaraShield has the power to take
your workshop customers to the next level – and
make everyone’s lives a little easier.
By bringing the entire service and repair process
together into one digital workflow, GaraShield
simplifies day-to-day tasks, updates in realtime, and allows garages to create valuable
consistency, certified quality and an outstanding
customer experience.
The best bit? GaraShield’s API allows for seamless
integration into existing IT environments.
With over 4,500 jobs already completed,
GaraShield is the proven solution for the future of
digital workflow.

Follow us:
Find out more at
www.garashield.com

£1,850 and £2,600 is typical for sufficiently robust equipment.
Coding and programming properties should be considered
essential. The hardware must also possess a sufficiently
fast internal processor to interpret real-time live diagnostic
information, including oscilloscope displays.
In terms of OE level diagnostics, Sealey says that its VSCANP
offers the best value for money. It offers both basic and highend functions, from reading and clearing codes, displaying
live data and performing actuation tests, plus ECU coding.
Special functions include battery and smart alternator system
configurations, DPF repair facilities, electronic parking brake
communication, plus oil service reset and Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System functionality. It also displays relevant
technical information, when required. Costing £1,850, the
package includes free updates for two years, with no lock-out
functions and no additional hardware is necessary. After 24
months, purchasers do not need to purchase a replacement
system, because only a small charge is made to retain the
software updates needed to keep the system current.
Interestingly, the chargeable updates are not back charged.
Therefore, should the system not be updated for five years (an
extreme scenario, admittedly), the garage will not be liable for
five years-worth of updates should it wish to bring the software
up to date. Only a 12-month charge will be made.
Naturally, payback rates depend greatly on the hourly labour
rate charged. Sealey calculates that, with a garage charging a
relatively low hourly labour rate of £50.00 - £60.00, using the
diagnostic equipment up to thrice daily, making a time charge
of 30 minutes per task, a Sealey VSCANP can achieve payback
in 25 days and net £19,500 income annually.

DIAGNOSTICS

Launch UK sees its latest PRO 5 Link and Euro Tab 3 as being
close to a one tool solution as you can get. Its SRD facility
is a system by which the technician can request a wide
range of services from Launch's UK-based remote diagnostic
service. Typically, this might include advanced diagnostics,
programming of replacement components, or re-flashing of
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1. A Thermal Imaging Camera has a variety
of uses, including diagnosing hot spots
within the engine and cooling system.
(Sealey part number VS913)

Due to recent concerns
about ‘vehicle hacking’,
manufacturers led by
FCA, (Fiat, Chrysler
Automobiles, which is
now part of Stellantis,
since the PSA merger)
have introduced Secure
Vehicle Gateways

control modules. Launch UK says that this negates the need
for multiple tools and subscriptions, because the SRD facility
combines the functions of multiple tools. Furthermore, no indepth diagnostic experience is required, because you can call
on remote experts. The company is so confident in this service
that it states a user can carry out virtually any diagnostic service
on almost any vehicle brand.
The PRO 5 Link is supplied with two years of software updates.
Access to the Haynes PRO Electric and the remote diagnostic
platform for 12 months are bolt-on options. Provided that you
wished to keep the tool completely up to date for five years,
the current cost would be £3,078+VAT, including continued
access to Haynes PRO Electric and the Launch remote
diagnostic platform. This sounds like a high spend but consider
that it represents a £615+VAT apportioned annual spend.

2. A Video Borescope 3.9mm camera
permits access through hard to
access areas for clear images without
dismantling components. Screen capture
and record functions allow you to show
the customer the issue, before they
authorise the repair.
(Sealey part number VS8232)

3. S
 moke Diagnostic Tool Leak Detector
is ideal for seeking out leaks in the
air intake, cooling, evaporation, fuel,
exhaust, and vacuum systems.
(Sealey part number VS870)

More than diagnostics
There are more demands now on your cash than ever. Whether
needing to keep up to date with digital diagnostics, the requirements
of the connected MOT Test, or even the need to work with new ADAS
technology, it is easy to let your basic system slip out of date.
While you may associate TMD Friction more with braking systems,
the company has become the sole distributor of GaraShield, which
it promotes as the first step of digital integration in the aftermarket
garage environment. Benefitting from TMD Friction's know-how
on aftermarket distribution channels and workshop expertise,
GaraShield is not a diagnostics platform. Instead, it is designed to make technicians' lives easier, by identifying
and documenting all service and repair requirements.
The system permits technicians to share images and video footage with the customer throughout the repair
procedure, from initial inspection to the final installation. As a result, superior communication allows customers to
make better informed and quicker authorisations. In addition, the cloud-based digital platform replaces paperbased systems, allowing the whole workflow to be automated, with the comprehensive documentation of every
repair protecting against potential negligence claims.
GaraShield is designed around a pay per job basis, negating heavy subscription charges. While the garage
also pays £1.20 per task, TMD Friction believes that the garage should charge each customer an extra £2.00 to
amortise the investment. The tablets are the only capital investment required, costing £245 each plus VAT.
Meanwhile, for the technician, GaraShield has been designed not to impede busy workshop activities. On the
contrary, it claims to make technicians' lives easier, by establishing the tasks in the most effective order, providing
all the required technical information and providing digital support in real-time, as you work on the vehicle.

Failure to diagnose vehicles quickly and correctly
reduces profitability and loses your workshop valuable
customers!
Using the DrivePro Elite Diagnostic Kit coupled with
IVS 360 your technicians can tap into a pool of behind
the scenes expertise for quick complex diagnosis and
repairs, without those dealer repair costs!
TM

✔ Unlimited – No support request limits, and your whole workshop has unlimited access!
✔ On-demand – Request support from our OE-certified Master Technicians when you need it!
✔ Save time – No more sending jobs to dealers, or wasting time Googling repairs!

A COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION FOR
REPAIRING COMPLEX VEHICLE SYSTEMS

SCHEDULE A DEMO
sales-uk@opusivs.com
44 (0) 1865 870 060
opusivs-uk.com

DIAGNOSTICS

Access IVS 360 Directly From DrivePro!

Offer Ends 30.11.21
T&Cs Apply

TM
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Diagnostic tool update
NEW APP GUIDES TECHNICIANS
Following the launch of its latest oscilloscope software,
PicoScope 7 Automotive, Pico Technology has released a new
PicoScope Automotive app, designed to provide the support
needed to understand PicoScope, regardless of the level of
diagnostic experience.
The app provides articles, animations and videos on PicoScope
and the different kits available, the use of its Top ten Guided
tests, and tips on how to use the scope.
Key features include: How to get started, waveform analysis,
popular Pico case studies, bite-sized training videos and real-life
workshop applications.
Pico’s Phil Service says: “We have a proud history of supporting
our users with continuous product improvement, technical
advice and an ever-expanding set of videos to assist technicians

in making the most of
their PicoScope. The free
additions of PicoScope
7 Automotive software
and our new app equally
benefit our loyal users
who may still be using
the PicoScope hardware
they purchased more
than a decade ago,
further improving their
productivity at no extra
cost.”
www.picoauto.com/
picoapp

said to have up to 20 times the PSI and 40 times the flow
of traditional smoke machines to allow technicians to
simulate the boost load of a running engine for testing
with the engine safely off. The machine performs both
low pressure diagnostics for general repair and naturally
aspirated engines, plus high-pressure diagnostics
for turbo, diesel and supercharged engines. The unit
connects to a 12V DC battery, features an onboard micro
air compressor for portability, and includes all needed
accessories.

LEAK DETECTION

DIAGNOSTICS

Redline Detection has created SpeedSmoke, a diagnostic
leak detector that highlights faults in naturally aspirated
engines and also pinpoints high pressure turbo, diesel,
supercharged, boost leaks in minutes.
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“To keep up with changing vehicle systems, it’s
essential for technicians and shop owners to master this
technology or they risk losing their customers to a shop
that has mastered diagnosing boosted systems,” said Alex
Parker, CMO of Redline Detection. “These boosted vehicle
models cannot be reliably diagnosed, maintained or
repaired without this technology.”
SpeedSmoke creates a dense, easily visible vapor that is

An EasyConnect kit has also been released, compatible
with any smoke machine, it allows technicians to quickly
hook up a smoke machine into an EVAP system when leak
detecting on vehicles with no EVAP port connectivity by
snapping the T-shaped adapters into an easily accessible
line. The EasyConnect test kit comes with four different
sized adapters plus four add-on components for quick
connection to most late model cars and LCVs.

2.5 x 4.5 x 2.5m
Foldable Garage
Extension

www.sealey.co.uk

• Model No. FGE01
• List Price £969.95

600A Booster Cables 25mm² x 3.5m
with Electronics Protection

Exc.
£899.95 VAT
Inc.
£1,079.94 VAT

8A 6/12V
Battery
Charger
230V

• Model No.
DSBC8
• List Price
£49.95
Valid until 28th February 2022.

10W COB LED Rechargeable Pocket
Floodlight with Power Bank

Exc.
£42.95 VAT
Inc.
£51.54 VAT

• Model No. BC25635SR
• List Price £59.95

2kW Industrial Fan Heater

• Model No.
G2000I
• List Price £619.95

12V Digital Tyre Inflator/
Mini Air Compressor

• Model No.
MAC04D
• List Price £89.95

Exc.
£71.95 VAT
Inc.
£86.34 VAT

OUT NOW!

£29.95
£35.94

Exc.
VAT
Inc.
VAT

2000W Generator Inverter 230V 4-Stroke Engine

Exc.
£54.95 VAT
Inc.
£65.94 VAT

• Model No. EH2001
• List Price £71.95

• Model No.
LED1000PB
• List Price
£39.95

Exc.
£32.95 VAT
Inc.
£39.54 VAT

Exc.
£499.95 VAT
Inc.
£599.94 VAT

NEW CATALOGUE

Even bigger and better than ever, our
2021/22 edition includes over 11,900
products designed for use in the
trade - including over 2,800 brand
new products!

Don’t miss out and order your FREE
copy on our website now.

OFFERS WILL BE WITHDRAWN WHEN STOCK IS SOLD. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE PRODUCTS AND PRICING AT
ANY TIME, E & OE. *PLEASE REFER TO WWW.SEALEY.CO.UK/GUARANTEE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON GUARANTEES.

Contact Info:

Any Battery.
Anywhere.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Official suppliers of Exide Batteries.

Visit us at uk.ecobat.tech

Call us on 01743 218500

Danger, danger – high voltage!
Sitting on the fence when it comes to EV
training was no longer an option for MY
Motoring in Gillingham. Editor Nicola St Clair
joins them for some on-site training to learn
how to safely work on high voltage vehicles.
I have been taking my cars, and recommending my family and
friends take theirs, to the independent, family-run workshop
down the road for years. Brothers James and Michael Cameron
and the team at MY Motoring in Gillingham, Kent have
provided a professional, friendly service to customers in the
area since 2005 but they recently lost my custom….
Earlier this year, I took the plunge and bought myself a 2017
Nissan Leaf, an investment to reduce my monthly outgoings
and eliminate the considerable pollution I was adding to
the local environment with my aging, gas-guzzling Saab 9-3.
The Leaf is nippy on my local commutes and is as cheap as
chips to run – with one home-charge costing around £4. But
when it came to getting a major service and MOT last month
I took the car to my nearest dealership, not something I have
done before, as my trusted workshop down the road had not
yet undertaken any hybrid or EV training but they have now
rectified this!

1. D
 uty of care to others: Ensure suitable signage is
placed on the vehicle and restrict access prior to any
work/tasks carried out on the High Voltage system
2. S witch ignition off & place keys at least 3 metres
away
3. D
 isconnect negative terminal from conventional
12-volt battery
4. Wear correct PPE
5. Remove service connector/Switch main contactor
off
6. Wait 5 minutes
7. Check for voltages at HV Terminals.

HYBRID & EV

As an LKQ Euro Car Parts customer, they tend to use its Auto
Education Academy platform for their training, now relaunched
as LKQ Academy, and a recent cancellation meant that the
team could get booked in for an ‘IMI Level 2 Award in Hybrid
Electric Vehicle Routine Maintenance Activities’ at short
notice. So, I wrapped up warm and joined MY technicians
Hassan Khreibani, Adam Tebbutt and Andrew Rowley at the
local workshop for the on-site training. Pro-Moto Trainer
Rob Usherwood delivered the day’s training on behalf of
LKQ Academy, using his Toyota Prius, and my Nissan Leaf for
comparison, during the practical tasks.

7 steps to make a hybrid or electric vehicle
safe to work on:
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“We feel this course will be
hugely beneficial to us and
our customers to keep up
to date with the demand of
electric and hybrid vehicles.
We know the amount of these
vehicles on the road will
continue to rise over the next
few years and we want stay
ahead of the game and to be
able to provide the services
our customers need.”

and the arrangement of high voltage systems before we
headed over to the Prius to identify the various components
and considerations when performing maintenance tasks.
Understandably, we then spent much of the time going
through the 7-step safety precautions and procedures, with
each technician performing the practical task of shutting the
car down, proving it is safe and re-instating. A technical writeup on this process was performed as part of their assessment.
Rob then provided details of the first aid required for the
various potential hazards and gave an overview of Auto-Stop
Systems and the construction and function of Hybrid/EV
systems.
Rob unveils the HV battery
underneath the Nissan Leaf

Michael Cameron, MY Motoring
The content of the IMI Level 2 Award qualification has been
designed to give technicians the knowledge and skills required
to work safely on Electric/Hybrid vehicles whilst carrying
out routine maintenance and repair activities. The Level
3 and 4 Award that follow equip you with the know-how
to diagnose and repair the high voltage components and
systems themselves. For the morning’s theory session, Rob
detailed the terminology, types of Hybrid & EV vehicle layouts

The final part of the afternoon session saw the technicians
complete an online assessment, to ensure they had learnt
the essential steps to ensure safe working around these high
voltage systems. I am happy to say all three technicians passed
with flying colours and are eager to complete the next levels of
accreditation.

LKQ Academy can provide on-site training at your workshop

Investing in becoming Hybrid & EV ready

HYBRID & EV

There is a perception that becoming electric vehicle and
hybrid-ready is a big financial commitment, but LKQ Euro
Car Parts says that training and equipping your garage
can cost less than you think and because specialist hybrid
and EV servicing commands a high labour rate, a return
on this investment can be realised quickly.
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Approximately 6% of technicians in the UK are currently
trained to support a market of more than 750,000 hybrid
and pure EVs, so there’s a real opportunity for technicians
who upskill now to set themselves apart from the
competition. Hybrids are already fairly common in the
independent aftermarket, with many in their fourth and
fifth years of ownership. And EVs won’t be far behind.
Signing up for the LKQ Academy is free, and annual
memberships start from £549 + VAT. With more than 30
locations in the UK and Ireland, LKQ Academy offers Level
2,3 and 4 hybrid & EV repair training courses, all backed

Thank you to LKQ Academy for supplying the training, Rob
Usherwood and Pro-Moto for the perfect delivery, and to
the fantastic team at MY Motoring for their eagerness to
keep up with technology.

by the IMI’s “Tech Safe” scheme.
The Level 2 course is the most popular, and covers
routine maintenance activities and terminology, while
providing technicians with a thorough understanding of
the construction and function of hybrid-electric systems
and outlining key safety considerations for working with
high-voltage operations and components.
Level 3 builds on this to cover system repair and
replacement, as well as more advanced electrical
regeneration, rectification, and regulation skills. And
for those that want to continue their training, the Level
4 course extends further into diagnostics, testing and
advanced repairs.
The 2022 course schedule is open for bookings at www.
lkqacademy.co.uk. Membership fees can be paid as a one
off or as a 12-month direct debit. For more info, email
training@eurocarparts.com.

OE quality that does more, for less

With Carwood’s
Ca
new or OE-approved reman,
you’ll get a competitively priced, sustainable
part that performs just like the OE - sometimes
even better - backed by expert technical
support. For a best-practice, right-1st-time
vehicle repair that you & your customers can
trust. That saves you both time & money. And is
t environment. Now that’s what we
kinder to the
call, doing more, for less.

Remanufactured fuel injectors &
pumps
Off-vehicle DPF cleaning

Remanufactured turbochargers

New & reman HVAC components
New & reman starters &
alternators

www.carwood.co.uk

Hybrid & EV
The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders’
September 2021 report showed sales increases
of 104.9% and 87.9% (year-to-date change)
for new plug-in hybrid electric and battery
electric vehicles respectively and workshops are
catching up with this trend, with training courses
enabling technicians to safely work on these
vehicles proving popular, with many dates fully
booked months in advance. However, current
estimates still highlight around only 6% of the
workforce are EV qualified.
A YouGov study of 1,731 UK drivers commissioned by The
Motor Ombudsman reveals that six in ten respondents would
consider getting behind the wheel of an electric car if they
were to purchase a new or used vehicle in 2022, with 39% of
citing the fact that a decision to go electric was due to the
rising cost of fuel. MD Bill Fennell, comments: “As our study has
shown, electric vehicles are fast becoming a leading choice
for motorists when buying a car, thanks in part to the growing
charging network and the greater choice of models now on
the market. However, current events, such as the rising cost
of petrol and diesel at the pumps, the unavailability of fuel, as
well as the expansion of the Ultra-Low Emission Zone in the
London area, are clearly front of mind for consumers, and are
playing their part in the decision regarding what type of car to
get next.”
Over the next few pages, we look at the latest offerings
from parts and training suppliers to support the growing
opportunity that hybrid and EV repair presents…

High-voltage e-learning course
The MEYLE Academy has a wide range of free
to access digital training courses, including an
e-learning course on high-voltage vehicles.
Participants receive a certificate after successful
participation and passing of the final exam.
This certificate is based on the German DGUV
regulations and is mandatory there to work on
high-voltage vehicles. MEYLE’s senior technical
trainer Patrick Stüdemann stresses the relevance
of the course for the international market: “The
course content is not only highly relevant for all
workshops in Germany but also across the globe,
since the training covers all essential aspects, when
dealing with a high-voltage vehicle.”
In addition to the relevant safety and health
aspects, content includes the differences between
the various drive topologies, legal matters as well
as hazards and relevant first aid.
www.meyle.com/en/trainings

Parts for an EV can differ to their ICE cousins

Peter explained: “My gut instinct is that these parts have been
made lighter to compensate for the additional battery weight.
The issue, though, is that these components will look identical
to the original specification but will comprise of subtle
rotational or dimensional differences; therefore, if fitted, those
components will cause some issues when the vehicle is being
driven, such as veering left-to-right (yaw ratio) and vice-versa.
“What’s more, sticking with the same vehicle layout, the
orientation of the bush in the lower wishbone arms are

HYBRID & EV

Be wary of ‘identical’ ICE and EV components
Peter Wallace, Comline Auto Parts’ Group Senior Business
Line/Product Manager, tells autotechnician that technicians
need to be cautious when fitting EV steering & suspension
components. While developing its steering & suspension
catalogue, Peter has noticed scenarios where parts for an EV
are different to their internal combustion engine cousins; for
example, on an electric Peugeot 208 and Vauxhall Corsa-F, the
original anti-roll bar link is lighter than the one fitted to models
with an ICE.
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different on the electric version, which will allow for similar
comfort as the ICE version when going over bumps – again,
due to weight. The same applies to the ball joint, which has a
different articulation angle and mounting face to pinch bolt
height. These are things that technicians need to be aware of
and why Comline’s cataloguing needs to be accurate and upto-date.”
Peter believes this trend is a result of VMs changing their
approach when developing parts for their vehicles. “When the
Nissan Leaf (2010-2017) was launched, it was equipped with
components from models within Nissan’s existing range, such
as arms, links, ball joints and track rod ends off a Nissan Juke
(2010-onwards); however, because of scenarios like the one
identified above, VMs are having to change tact.
“The Tesla Model 3, Audi e-tron and Volkswagen ID.3 are
all examples where every part is new, so VMs are spending
significant amounts of time and resources in developing new
parts. As a result, technicians need to be careful and may
need to adapt their fitting techniques because it’s not just
‘another vehicle’; it’s a heavier vehicle and boasts different
characteristics, wear and tear.”
Comline is set to launch 50 parts that will only fit EV vehicles
over the next three-to-six months. www.comline.uk.com/
products/steering-suspension.

A new era for the electric motor
Remanufacturer Carwood is evolving its offering to include
capability for hybrid and electric vehicles. Here, they tell
autotechnician about its upcoming specialist rewind business
based down in Yeovil, that enables workshops to provide
customers with a cost-effective electric motor repair
Although electric motors have been used in automotive
applications for well over a century, their adoption as one of
the three main powertrain components in electric vehicles,
effectively replacing the internal combustion engine,
represents a significant technology leap. Whilst traditional
motors typically consist of a stator, rotor and bearings, the
latest generation of motors for electric vehicles are much more
complex. Incorporating integrated gearboxes, sophisticated
electronic control and hi-tech cooling systems, they are a
completely different animal, and require an altogether different
skill set to service them.
Faced with this reality, many garages shy away from any sort
of work on the electric motor in hybrid and electric vehicles,
choosing only to sell the motor, and not offer even a fitment
service, let alone repair. As well as the unnecessary expense
of a brand-new motor, this costs the vehicle owner additional
time and hassle. Carwood has the necessary equipment and
know-how needed to return the unit to its original condition,
providing hybrid and EV owners with a much more costeffective and convenient service option.
The company recently had a Renault Zoe come into its
Coventry workshop, with a danger warning sign illuminated on
the dashboard, indicating a high-voltage, electrical fault and
rendering the vehicle undriveable. Having performed a series
of advanced, on-vehicle diagnostic tests, and the prospect
of a new replacement unit costing the customer upwards of
£2,000, the motor was removed and sent to Yeovil for further
testing. Here, the motor was stripped down and subjected to
further diagnostic and test routines, developed in-house for
the remanufacturing of electric vehicle motors. Although the
motor was intended to be non-serviceable, Carwood has also
developed special tools to both dismantle, and reassemble the
motor assembly back to OE build specifications.

An EV motor stator

Instant access to vital data

HYBRID & EV

Pro-Assist is a mobile app, designed by training providers ProMoto, providing access to critical and simplified information for
technicians working on hybrid and electric vehicles.
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Vehicle manufacturers all have a different way of presenting
the relevant and critical information, Pro-Assist presents the
different Hybrid, Electric, REV models currently across the UK
and European markets in one intuitive format. Users can find
the technical information required to correctly, and safely, work
on these vehicles – from towing to safe shut-down procedures.
Download on the Apple Store or Google Play via
https://m.appbuild.io/proassis.

It’s better to go
all inclusive.

A LuK RepSet DMF contains every part you need to carry out a
professional repair in just one box, all in genuine OE quality.
All components are precision matched to work together for a
fast and efficient installation, so you can save time, effort and
money by getting it right first time - every time.
It also includes a bonus points coupon that you can exchange
for technical know-how, or even workshop tools, clothing and
POS materials on REPXPERT, Schaeffler’s knowledge portal for
workshop technicians available via website or app.
Don’t risk your reputation by using mis-matched clutch parts for a complete and professional repair backed up by our market
leading warranty and technical support system - fit LuK.

www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk |

OESAA
member

A stator fault, caused by an insulation failure on one of the slot
linings, was subsequently identified, requiring a full rewind
– an intricate process which took over 16 hours to complete
by hand. To verify its electrical integrity, and confirm the fault
had been fixed, the stator was retested on a static surge test.
Once reassembled with new bearings, seals and brushes, the
complete motor was then put on a dynamometer to replicate
on-vehicle conditions, before being reinstalled into the
customer’s car. With a motor now performing as good as new,
and with a much lower bill, the customers were very satisfied.
Carwood’s electric motor programme for hybrid and electric
motors will be launched in early 2022.
Email: electricvehicle@carwood.org

Technicians need to be
careful and may need
to adapt their fitting
techniques because it’s not
just ‘another vehicle’; it’s a
heavier vehicle and boasts
different characteristics,
wear and tear

Causes of electric motor failure
Carwood is seeing electric motor failures due to a
variety of reasons. These include:
• Contamination from chemicals, dirt, dust, and
moisture leading to premature winding and bearing
failures
• Overheating due to failures in external cooling
systems fitted to the vehicle, i.e., HVAC or water
pump plus radiator, depending on the configuration
• Electrical erosion, also known as electric arcing,
caused when a stray current uses a bearing as its path
to ground
• Vibration due to poor alignment or unbalance,
creating unnecessary force/strain on the bearing
• Inadequate isolation between the motor windings or
conductors causing short circuits and leakages, and
eventually, motor failure
• Electrical overload if the flow of current through the
motor windings exceeds the safe amount - this can
be caused by low voltage, requiring the motor to
draw excess current to maintain torque, excessive
voltage, or short-circuited conductors.

Evolving components
The impact of new technologies on the independent
aftermarket (IAM) has had a big influence on the direction
Nissens Automotive has taken. “We see two main technology
impacts on the IAM currently – new e nergy vehicles (NEVs)
and electrification of components,” says Nissens VP of Product &
Technology, Jesper Petersen.
“We already have plans to be part of the development
and preparation for upcoming NEVs. For electrification of
components, emission norms and rigorous efficiency standards
are forcing car manufacturers to provide vehicle systems with
more intelligent parts. We must address this change as many
components in the Nissens portfolio are currently experiencing
an update, for example, our electrically actuated turbochargers,
EGR valves, electric water pumps and electronically controlled
fan/ blower assemblies.”
The company is now focusing on more active parts in its
offerings across three major systems – air conditioning
(AC), engine cooling (EC) and efficiency & emissions (EE) –
by developing electricity-driven and software-controlled
components. It currently provides almost 400 parts for the
most popular hybrid and electric cars, for systems like AC,
including heat pumps and compressors, as well as parts for the
EC and EE systems, like EGR valves and turbo part upgrades.

HYBRID & EV

Evolving support
Tapping into new trends, and preparing for them in advance,
is essential for the long-term success of a workshop
says Schaeffler, and it is working on solutions to support
workshops moving forward. “We consider digitalisation to be
an opportunity to support complex repair procedures onsite,” explains Jens Schüler, President GKAM, Global Sales &
Marketing. REPXPERT provides workshops with appropriate
special tools and repair support, not just via traditional
channels like personal training and hotlines, but increasingly
through digital formats such as virtual installation instructions
and training sessions.
Schaeffler is also helping to ensure that independent
workshops do not lose out on the opportunities offered by
electric mobility, developing e-axles and hybrid modules for
electric vehicle manufacturers.
www.repxpert.co.uk
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Nissens’ electrical water pump – there will be more instances of
cooling and HVAC systems where electrical components supersede
traditionally powered components

NEW
x2

TWO BEAM BLADES,

ONE SUPERKIT.
Simplify your wiper programme with new Exact Fit
twin pack wiper blade kits from TRICO
TRICO’s revolutionary superkit system delivers 95% coverage of the beam blade
parc with up to 35% fewer SKU’s than competitor twin pack ranges. That means you
and your customers can benefit from the simplicity of vehicle specific kits whilst
reducing stockholding and minimizing shelf space. Using the same wiper blade
technology as supplied OE to European vehicle manufacturers, TRICO Exact Fit
guarantees flawless, long lasting performance under all weather conditions.

For UK Sales Enquiries Contact Andy Taylor:
Tel: 07967 817414 - E-Mail: Andrew.Taylor@Trico-Group.com

"This incorporates IMI
Level 4, but it’s called EV
Masters for a reason"

EV Masters Roadshow
Our Virtual Academy has entered the world of face-to-face
training and the first offering of OVA Live is its EV Masters
Roadshow, developed in partnership with HEVRA.
Over four days, technicians will be fully immersed in the
practical diagnosis of hybrid and electric vehicles, giving
successful candidates an IMI Level 4 Award and the necessary
skills, knowledge, and confidence to undertake the diagnosis
and associated repairs of electrified vehicles The time spent
in the classroom will be kept to a minimum, with a heavy
emphasis on immersive, practical training on real cars with live
faults, within the workshop.
The training includes the function, operation and diagnosis
of the following systems: Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Powertrain
Management – Sensors, Actuators, and Control Methods;
Charging Systems – Cables, Connections, Communication
Protocols; Battery Management Systems – Operating States,
Failure Modes, Monitoring Systems, Thermal Management;
Battery Diagnosis and Repair – Live Work and Analysis; Hybrid/
Electric Vehicle Safety and Protection Systems – Interlock,
Isolation, Insulation, and Bonding Circuits.
The course is being held at multiple locations across the UK –
upcoming dates include Walsall 14-17 December, St. Helens
18-21 January 2022, Somerset 25-28 January, Surrey 15-18
February, and Brands Hatch 22-25 February. Candidates must
already have achieved the Level 3 Award in Electric Hybrid
Vehicle System Repair and Replacement, or an equivalent
industry qualification.

HYBRID & EV

“This incorporates IMI Level 4, but it’s called EV Masters
for a reason,” Ben Stockton, MD of Our Virtual Academy
told autotechnician. “We’re very good trainers but we do
acknowledge we’re not there working day in, day out at the
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grindstone seeing all of the various faults that are around and
this is where our tie up with HEVRA has come in. Pete Melville
has been collecting failed components for a donor vehicle that
we can use, simulating genuine faults that have happened
and have been diagnosed throughout the HEVRA network. We
dedicate around two and a half days teaching the diagnostic
techniques and underpinning knowledge of what these
techniques are all about and then wheel out the vehicle and
go through the hands-on training, giving us the confidence
that what we’ve taught them on the hypothetical on how to
diagnose, transfers into doing it for real, with real faults.”
The four-day EV Masters training costs £1,395 + VAT per person.
In addition to receiving an OVA EV Masters certificate and
an IMI L4 certificate, attendees will also gain three months
free access to the advanced hybrid and electric content on
OurVirtualAcademy.com.
Email: Sales@OurVirtualAcademy.com
www.ourvirtualacademy.com/ev-masters-roadshow

EV battery & coolant leak detector
Redline Detection has engineered diagnostic leak detection
technology exclusively for battery electric vehicles. “Redline has
partnered with leading EV automakers to develop technology
that gives 100% assurance that battery cases and battery
coolant systems are sealed under precise pressures and meet
all OEM and battery manufacturer warranty standards for
safety,” says CMO Alex Parker.
The Battery + Coolant Leak Detector (BCLD) was designed to
test the integrity of battery enclosures in electric and hybrid
vehicles, it connects to the battery enclosure on or off the
vehicle, giving audible and visual progress and precise pass/fail
indication—specific to that battery and vehicle type—when
testing is complete. Data logging and reports can be accessed
remotely, and the machine is programmable for future battery
configurations.
Testing the integrity of battery enclosures is necessary to
ensure that there is no possible intrusion of water, dust, or
contaminants that could cause catastrophic failure. Battery
enclosures are tested after any collision, even a scrape to the
bottom of the battery box over a curb that could compromise
the seal, as well as after lid off battery maintenance or service.

CASE STUDY
Opus IVS supports a customer with a
Porsche Cayenne 92A Hybrid brake vacuum
issue

A recent case involved a Porsche Cayenne 92A 2011 model
year. The vehicle had a hard brake pedal, which indicated a
fault with the electrical vacuum when switching to Hybrid
Drive. The IVS 360 team supported the customer with the
following advice:

IVS 360, from Opus IVS, provides diagnostics and live repair
guidance support services to help workshop technicians fix
complex vehicles safely and fast. All Opus IVS mechanical repair
solutions come with live repair guidance from IVS 360 OEM
brand-specific master technicians.

Make: Porsche

HYBRID & EV

Using the DrivePro’s diagnostic software and extensive product
knowledge, the IVS 360 team identifies the cause and steps
needed to fix vehicle faults. Support from the team can be
requested directly from a DrivePro device or DrivePro Elite
Diagnostic Kit.
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Opus IVS' experts remote in real time directly to vehicle
communication systems to diagnose, program and calibrate
vehicles. This eliminates the uncertainty, giving workshops the
confidence to get the most complex vehicles back on the road
safely and fast.

Model/Yr: Cayenne (2011 - 2017) Hybrid
Symptoms: Hard brake pedal

The vehicle had a hard
brake pedal, which
indicated a fault with the
electrical vacuum when
switching to Hybrid Drive

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntk_uk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com/uk

THEY SAY

PREVENTION
IS BETTER
THAN CURE
WE AGREE
Before the cold weather starts to bite,
don’t leave it to chance, depend on
NGK Glow Plugs to deliver:n Smoother, faster starting
n Excellent post glow performance
n Longer service life

Have you got the app? Download it

today and you’ll earn points faster, get great
FREE GIFTS quicker. Go to your app store
now and search for NGK UK BoxClever.

The brake servo has
a mechanical and
electrical vacuum
pump to create the
required vacuum
for the brake servo

3. Check the vacuum pipes
The vacuum lines contain check valves, so be sure these
are working. Check the vacuum lines for micro cracks. There
are other vacuum systems for the control of the Secondary
Air injection, intake manifold flaps. The solenoids (2 for Air
injection, 1 for inlet manifold flaps) are mounted at the rear
of the engine on a bracket. There is another vacuum line and
solenoid for the engine coolant pump (water pump) shutoff
slide control at the front of the engine.

4. The electric vacuum pump
The electrical pump is mounted lower on the engines side,
near the front of Bank 1. The electrical pump is powered
via a relay (3) in the under-bonnet fuse board, maxi fuse (4)
provides the pump protection, the DME switches the relay
depending on the pressure sensor reading. The pressure sensor
is mounted in the vacuum line near to the brake servo.

5. Test the electrical vacuum pump
Check that the electrical vacuum pump runs and will create
the required vacuum. Do this with engine off key on, the relay
can be worked from the DME drive link function (or bridge
relay) The DME only monitors the control of the relay not the
pump electrical function.

6. Replace the electrical pump

Example picture of Cayenne engine bay relay board

If the electrical pump is determined to be faulty, i.e. not
running (fuse and relay ok) noisy during operation, or is getting
hot quickly, replace the electrical pump always together with
the relay (3) and maxi fuse (4).
Tools required:

The brake servo has a mechanical and electrical vacuum pump
to create the required vacuum for the brake servo. When the
vehicle switches to hybrid drive the electrical vacuum pump
is used, or at a time the mechanical pump does not make
required vacuum when the engine is running.
Fault codes: P147900 Brake boost vacuum system,
mechanical failure DME - ENGINE ECU

The repair:

• Diagnostic tool
• Hand vacuum pump
• Smoke tester (optional).
For more information on Opus IVS diagnostic solutions
and IVS 360, please visit www.opusivs-uk.com.
T: +44 (0) 1865 870 060
E: sales-uk@opusivs.com

1. Connect your diagnostic tool and read out the
fault codes

• If P147900 is stored then check actual values of the
mechanical vacuum in the DME data list.
• The expected vacuum pull is approx. 550 down to 800 hpa
(550 - 800 hpa/millibar, = 0.55 - 0.80 bar) vacuum.
• The mechanical pump is located on the front of the engine
Bank 2.

IVS 360:
Unlimited Support – No support request limits and
workshops have unlimited access.
On-demand – Request support from OE-certified
Master Technicians when needed.
Save time – No more sending jobs to dealers or
wasting time Googling the repair.

HYBRID & EV

2. Checking the vacuum of the mechanical pump:
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

ONLINE TECHNICAL TRAINING SERVICE
Autodata has created a new digital subscription service,
providing hundreds of technical training videos to promote
efficient fixes in the workshop.
Autodata Training offers a cost-effective way to train technicians
on current and future technology. The online library contains
over 350 videos covering an extensive range of topics, from
electrical and mechanical fundamentals to advanced diagnostics
procedures, as well as training on emerging technology such
as plug-in hybrids, pure electric vehicles and Advanced Driver
Assist Systems (ADAS).
“Gone are the days when workshop owners needed to spend
time sourcing quality training for their technicians or losing
out on valuable repair time because they had to send their
technicians away on courses,” says Jonathan Sampson, Sales
& Product Director for Autodata Training. “For the first time,
technicians can get the specialist training they need, at a time
that suits them. We estimate that an average workshop will keep
every single technician in the working environment for an extra
4 hours every month using these video tutorials alone.”
Ken Wood, Owner of Zenith Auto Repairs, uses Autodata
Training and commented: “Myself and my team find this service
invaluable. It’s like having access to a full-time technical trainer as
and when I need them, which my technicians can use as often
as they need… And the beauty is the technicians can revisit the
training time and time again to update their knowledge. My
business is so much more efficient when it comes to training
my technicians because they’re in the garage and available to fix
whatever comes in.”

REPXPERT WORKSHOP PORTAL UPDATE
Schaeffler has redesigned its REPXPERT portal with
an improved interface and global search to help
technicians more easily access the TecDoc based parts
catalogue, repair data, product updates and technical
insights.
With the new 3.0 version of the online portal, users
can personalise their own dashboard to give quicker
access to the functions used the most. Access to repair
data has also been improved and has been combined
with the online catalogue data, so users can easily find
parts and repair info using a common search function.
Installation videos, tips and advice, common warranty
issues, examples of component damage and likely
causes can all be found with this intuitive new system.
The site now includes access to an updated catalogue
system to help reduce parts selection errors. This is
powered by TecDoc and is continuously checked and
updated on a daily basis.
The REPXPERT bonus shop is also being revamped,
making it easier to collect points using the voucher
scanner on the REPXPERT app and has many new
products to choose from, including a new eco-clothing
range, Laser tools and consumables, plus Blaupunkt
gadgets for use in the workshop office. The points value
needed to purchase items across the whole shop have
also been reduced.
www.repxpert.co.uk
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LIGHTING THE ROAD AHEAD
Ring Automotive’s new Xenon200 upgrade
bulbs offer drivers up to 200 percent more
light on the road and are supplied in its
newly designed 100% recyclable packaging.
In addition to the longer beam, the halogen
bulbs also provide up to 3700K colour
temperature, meaning a whiter look in the
headlamp and better reflections of road
markings and signs. An upgrade to Ring’s

Xenon200 bulb is straightforward as these
E approved, road legal bulbs do not require
changes to the vehicle wiring.
The Xenon200 bulbs are available in H4 and
H7 ECE types and will be the first product
range launched in the environmentally
friendly packaging, with further products
following suit in the coming months.
www.ringautomotive.com

Dayco Automotive,
Delivering Innovation from Original
Equipment to Aftermarket.

As a global leader in research, design, manufacture and distribution of essential
engine drive systems and aftermarket services for automotive applications
we provide innovative and effective solutions to meet specific performance
requirements for each customer’s needs.

BOOST YOUR GOOGLE RANKING
Garage Services Online creates bespoke websites for
independent workshops, helping garages compete with the
main dealers by getting them alongside the big names on page
one of a Google search.
The team are also able to fine-tune the enquiries a garage will
receive to the specific motor services and repair work it wants
the most.
The company says that return on investment is swift, needing
one additional car service per month to pay for itself and reports
that it is common, within around four months of a new website
launch, that a garage’s enquiries will increase tenfold and 70% of
those enquiries will be converted into sales.
Garage Services Online can provide garage businesses that have
limited budgets with a cost-effective route to a top performing

KEEP WHEEL ALIGNMENT
IN-HOUSE

The new John Bean V2000 from
Snap-on is presented as an affordable,
high-functioning wheel alignment
system with a wall-mounted design. It
provides full 3D imaging, fast-rolling
run-out compensation and vehicle
dimensions. It has online connectivity,
allowing automatic software and
vehicle specification updates as well as
web-based report management.

website with no upfront costs. It can design, build and make a
new website live in as little as four weeks and the garage’s time
investment is around one hour from start to finish.
www.garage-services-online.co.uk
01423 855902

The V2000 has been designed for
businesses looking to keep wheel
alignment in-house at an affordable
price.
Features include a standard iPad tablet
and fixed beam configuration; software
that provides automated caster sweep,
help videos, A-arm adjust and EZ-TOE;
online connectivity for easy access to
workshop reports.
www.johnbean.com/en-gb/v2000
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‘TEST TO EARN’ PROMOTES BATTERY HEALTH
LKQ Euro Car Parts has announced a ‘Test to Earn’ initiative to
help workshops support good battery health this winter.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Customers who sign up before the end of December will
receive a battery tester for use on all vehicles that come into the
workshop, to highlight the state of battery health on customers’
vehicles and increase battery sales. Businesses that achieve
a pre-agreed three-month target for batteries sold, will also
keep the battery tester, worth £400. They can test batteries up
to 3,000 CCA, with as little as 1.5V of residual charge, and are
suitable for use on motorcycles, cars, and commercial vehicles.
Each battery tester sent out is accompanied by a free
promotional poster and additional materials, including email,
social and web banners, are available via its Omnihub platform:
https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com/omnihub/garage-support/
batteries.
Colin Cottrell, marketing director at LKQ Euro Car Parts, said:
“Test to Earn is our way of communicating the need for garages
to test batteries as standard whenever any vehicle is brought
in for servicing and repair. Doing so typically takes less than ten
minutes and can help technicians ensure they are providing the
most accurate diagnosis, as well as driving additional revenue
through battery purchases.
“A battery’s primary response to running flat is to protect a
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vehicle’s essential functions, so it can begin to cut out nonessential power draining components such as radio, air con and
electric windows to preserve energy. This can have a significant
impact on driver safety and experience at the wheel.
“As temperatures continue to drop in the weeks ahead, battery
faults will come to the surface, so we’re urging garages to get
ahead of this as best they can, by offering a battery testing
service to every customer that comes through their doors.”

TIMING BELT KITS WITH WATER PUMPS
When replacing a timing belt that drives the water pump, it is
common practice to replace the water pump at the same time
– First Line supplies a range of Timing Belt Kits containing belts,
tensioners, idlers and water pumps, under the company’s First
Line and Borg & Beck brands.
The range consists of more than 40 references, covering over
3,000 applications, including many popular manufacturers such
as Citroën, Fiat, Ford, Mazda, Mercedes, Nissan, Seat, Renault,
Volvo, Toyota and Vauxhall.
In addition to the timing belt, the kits contain all the necessary
parts required when changing a synchronous drive system.
They are supplied, as standard, with the water pump, pulleys,
tensioners and fixing components, where applicable, meaning
technicians receive everything they need from one source.
Technical layout drawings aid the identification process,

available in its online catalogue webcat.firstline.co.uk, where the
full range can be looked up via application or cross reference.
The kits are backed by a comprehensive two-year/24,000-mile
warranty against manufacturing defects, if replaced in line with
the manufacturers schedule.
www.firstlineltd.com

INTUITIVE GARAGE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Service Assist, MOT Data Refresh, Haynes Pro and Euro Car
Parts catalogue integrations are some of the recently added
features to make life easier for users of the TechMan Garage
Management System.
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Service Assist provides front-of-house staff with the latest
technical know-how in a series of videos that fully explain
repair processes and the reasons behind them. MOT Data
Refresh ensures customer vehicle data held within the
Garage Management System is cross-referenced with DVSA
data, highlighting and amending discrepancies which
would have otherwise gone unnoticed.
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With TechMan’s integrated LKQ Euro Car Parts catalogue,
users can look up parts directly from within a job and view
costs, RRP and stock availability at their local branch. Once
added to a job card an electronic order is sent to their local
branch.

information without the need to purchase multiple
licenses. The data is linked directly to each job, so anyone
inputting, amending or completing a job has access to
everything they may need.

Haynes Pro vehicle data integration additionally gives
all TechMan users access to repair and maintenance

For more information, or to arrange a demonstration, call
01604 666 720 or visit www.techmangms.com.

IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN!
Sealey has introduced its Christmas Promotion – 64 pages of deals, offering savings
of up to 59%, including Sealey’s SS12710D - 270L Low Noise Screw Air Compressor
10hp 3ph with Dryer, where you can save nearly £1,500!
The promotion features 111 new products, including a new range of Fully
Automatic 12V Battery Chargers, enabling the recovery and charging of a
completely discharged battery, and comes with a 2-year guarantee. There are also
new products to be found in Sealey’s Heating, Lighting, and Electric Power Tool
ranges.
View the full range and browse Sealey’s latest promotions at:
www.sealey.co.uk
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EXPANDING CHASSIS PROGRAMME

COUNTDOWN TO CHRISTMAS WITH CARWOOD
Throughout December, Carwood is offering technicians the
opportunity to win big prizes in its online advent campaign,
‘Countdown to Christmas with Carwood’. From 1 to 24
December, participants can open a daily virtual door at carwood.
adventcalendaronline.com to access money saving promotional
offers and a chance to win some seasonal gifts – prizes include a
Nintendo Switch Console, Apple iPad and GoPro HERO9, as well
as gift cards for leading high-street stores and luxury hampers.
“Christmas is a time for giving,” comments Simon Quantrell,
Deputy Managing Director, Carwood. “We know how tough
the past year has been for a lot of people, so we wanted to
give a little something back, in a no strings attached, fun way.
With promotional offers and no purchase necessary giveaways,
designed exclusively for this calendar, there is something for
everyone.”

Following Dayco’s move into thermal management and,
more recently, the introduction of wheel bearings, it is
now significantly growing its chassis system offering
with the launch of a comprehensive range of more than
3,300 steering & suspension components. Being an
OE manufacturer and supply partner to many vehicle
manufacturers results in the range being manufactured
to OE equivalent standards for performance and
durability.
The programme includes axle joints, tie rod ends/
assemblies and steering boots, as well as track control
arms, ball joints, stabilizer links and bushes. Ancillary
items such as fastenings and clips that also need to be
replaced when a component is fitted, are included in the
Dayco kit to improve workshop efficiencies.
A supporting catalogue, with comprehensive crossreference data and imagery, is instantly accessible
through the Dayco website and app, as well as via
TecDoc.
www.dayco.com

To take part in the Countdown to Christmas with Carwood
promotion visit carwood.adventcalendaronline.com every day
from 1 to 24 December.

ARE YOU EV READY?
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WE OFFER A COMPLETE
SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR
ELECTRIC/HYBRID, MOT
AND OTHER TECHNICAL
TRAINING NEEDS.
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Call us today to book!
Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechtraining.co.uk
Web: autotechtraining.co.uk

THERMAL MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
MAHLE has grown its thermal management range with over
90 new references, including six A/C condensers, five A/C
compressors, 27 charge air coolers, 11 oil coolers and 43 new
radiator references.
The new items have been introduced for many popular models
– its new A/C condenser products are suitable for models
including Nissan Micra and BMW 3, while oil coolers have been
introduced to fit Audi Q7, Audi A6 Hybrid, BMW M, BMW 750 and
Mercedes Sprinter makes and models.
MAHLE recently launched TechTool to provide technicians
instant access to thermal management technical information,
covering both passenger cars and trucks. The resource provides
users with detailed insights into technical processes around
thermal management and active troubleshooting.
Technicians can search for information by vehicle category,
or they can opt to view information on specific components
directly. The tool features useful information on each system and
product, and includes interactive, visual diagrams.

SUSPENSION FUNDAMENTALS
EXPLAINED ON VIDEO

The BILSTEIN Academy delivers practical suspension
and shock absorber information in a series of new
videos. Covering tricky installation issues and modern
technologies such as semi-active suspensions and air
suspension modules.
The BILSTEIN workshop tips in video format are
presented by racing driver Nico Bastian and the content
is based on specific questions from workshop customers.
The shock absorber specialists explain suspension test
and damage diagnosis in the first video of the new
series. Further episodes will soon be released, which
will cover topics such as suspension basics, common
installation errors and air suspension modules.
https://workshop.bilstein.com/en/suspensionfundamentals/

www.techtool.mahle.com

BEST RANGE.
BEST AVAILABILITY.
Sustainably remanufacturing in Britain
Since 1986, enabling the best range coverage
& ability to meet your requirements.

100% End Of Line Testing

Free Online Technical Support

AUTOELECTRO.CO.UK

+44 (0) 1274 656101
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2 Year Warranty
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Autoelectro’s Nick Hood looks at
how starter motor and alternator
technology has evolved as it marks
its 35 years of trading and the
remanufacture of its one millionth
alternator.
In the mid-1980s, when the company was founded, the
technology crammed into a starter motor or alternator was
comparably basic to today, with limited part numbers needed
to support the majority of vehicles on the road. Alternators were
low output, simple designs that produced less than 50 amps
voltage, which could be easily measured and was consistently
generating between 13.8v and 14.4v. It was also directly linked
to the ignition light, with a 12v feed providing the exciter to
the alternator and easy diagnosis as to whether the alternator
functioned or not.
Starter motors were similarly straightforward, with inertia types
still prominent. Pre-engaged solenoid starter motors were
the new ‘kids on the block’, but, again, the technology was
elementary, and, as such, every town or city boasted a local
business offering renovation, repair or remanufacture.
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Move forward to the 1990s, technology within starter
motors hadn’t developed, but alternators were starting to
improve, as power demands increased with vehicles having
power-consuming features, such as electric windows and air
conditioning – amp ratings had surged to around 100 amps.
Unfortunately, poor design and quality, not confined to the
starter motor or alternator, caused a lot of problems back in the
nineties.
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Fuel injection and basic engine management had started to
surface and, consequently, that improved vehicle starting. The
old inertia and first pre-engaged solenoid starter motor would
‘crank’ a vehicle over for a sustained period of time, without
consequence, and were heavy and robust to allow for this. As
reliability improved, the opportunity came to revise the design.
By the late nineties, engine management and fuel injection
were commonplace, which allowed for better starting, and with
the increasing demands for styling, comfort features and fuel
economy, starter motors were redesigned to be more compact
and lightweight. To achieve this, geared starter motors were
introduced.
As the vehicle was more likely to start instantly, the design
changed, with less reserve built-in for long periods of cranking.
Alternator capacity was also increasing, with even more
electrical systems to support the likes of ABS, power steering,
sunroofs and seats.

Into the new millennium, the demands on the electrical systems
were further increasing and to support this, whilst not being
detrimental to engine performance, changes to the charging
system were introduced, such as smart charging, where the
vehicle ECU/engine management communications with the
alternator to regulate the rate at which the alternator charges
and at what time.
The alternator was also improved to support higher amps
and voltage; for example, an ECU could demand a much
shorter higher output up to 17v, which could be achieved
on deceleration and not have negative effect on vehicle
performance. Now, the ignition light on the dashboard had no
real input in the process, as it was controlled by the ECU. With
amps around the 200 mark, some units struggled with cooling,
so vehicle manufacturers introduced water-cooled alternators.
Towards the end of the decade and into a new one, the
influence of emissions control started to make a strong impact,
which has caused some of the biggest changes in design and
performance of starter motors and alternators.
Stop-start resulted in starter motors that contain two solenoids,
to assist with the re-engagement of the starter within the restart
process. Another change came in the form of permanently
engaged starter motors, where the pinion gear runs in mesh,
with a clutch within the starter to engage drive on starting and
restarting.
Most noticeable change
The combination starter motor and alternator appears to be
an alternator but also starts the vehicle using the auxiliary
drive belt. In addition, with the influx of hybrid vehicles, some
alternators have evolved further, with dual circuits controlling
the vehicle’s 12v system and another higher output supporting
the hybrid charging system.
With more electrical comforts, infotainment systems, heated
seats, steering wheels, electronic stability, lane departure, active
cruise and engine management with electronic turbocharging
or water pumps, some alternators have now been introduced
that charge at 48v.
As starter motors and alternators become more vehicle-specific
and specialist, the only way to support some applications
is through the remanufacture of the original, as increasing
technology, coupled with low productions runs, means that the
copy replacement product is less viable to manufacture.
Register on its website to access technical and product
information to assist in accurate fault diagnosis.
www.autoelectro.co.uk
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